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Abstract

A method to align sequence data based on parsimonious synapomorphy schemes generated by direct optimization (DO; earlier

termed optimization alignment) is proposed. DO directly diagnoses sequence data on cladograms without an intervening multiple-

alignment step, thereby creating topology-specific, dynamic homology statements. Hence, no multiple-alignment is required to

generate cladograms. Unlike general and globally optimal multiple-alignment procedures, the method described here, implied

alignment (IA), takes these dynamic homologies and traces them back through a single cladogram, linking the unaligned sequence

positions in the terminal taxa via DO transformation series. These ‘‘lines of correspondence’’ link ancestor–descendent states and,

when displayed as linearly arrayed columns without hypothetical ancestors, are largely indistinguishable from standard multiple

alignment. Since this method is based on synapomorphy, the treatment of certain classes of insertion–deletion (indel) events may be

different from that of other alignment procedures. As with all alignment methods, results are dependent on parameter assumptions

such as indel cost and transversion:transition ratios. Such an IA could be used as a basis for phylogenetic search, but this would be

questionable since the homologies derived from the implied alignment depend on its natal cladogram and any variance, between DO

and IA+Search, due to heuristic approach. The utility of this procedure in heuristic cladogram searches using DO and the im-

provement of heuristic cladogram cost calculations are discussed.

� 2003 The Willi Hennig Society. Published by Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

Multiple-alignment procedures begin with sequence

data (usually, but not necessarily of unequal length)

and transform them into identical-length character sets

via the insertion of gaps (‘‘-’’), which signify the in-
sertion or deletion of nucleotides (or amino acids). This

is done, in a phylogenetic context, to allow the appli-

cation of standard analysis tools that require prede-

fined putative homologies (i.e., column vector data).

This is not a logical requisite, since character-based

methods that directly analyze sequence data as a sup-

erset of standard optimization protocols have been

proposed (Wheeler, 1996, 1999). Alignments have other
phylogenetic uses, and there are many nonphylogenetic

applications, such as motif searching, that employ

these structures.

Here, a synapomorphy-based alignment procedure—

implied alignment (IA)—that is an outgrowth of direct

optimization (DO; earlier termed optimization align-

ment; Wheeler, 1996) is described. Implied alignment

takes the topology-specific homologies of DO and ex-

tracts and represents them as a multiple alignment. This
alignment can then be submitted to standard phyloge-

netic reconstruction procedures (e.g., PHAST (Golob-

off, 1996), PAUP (Swofford, 2001), POY (Wheeler et al.,

2002)) and cladograms generated from this. When DO is

used to search for parsimonious cladograms and an IA

is generated from the most parsimonious cladogram,

diagnosis with PHAST or PAUP should return the same

cladogram cost as that of the IA-based cladogram (given
appropriate character transformation weights, indel

cost, etc.). The use of IA coupled with phylogenetic

analysis is entirely redundant (heuristics aside), but can

be comforting nonetheless. Any differences between the

DO output and the PAUP or PHAST analysis of IA

would be due to the heuristics of different cladogram

search procedures and would not represent any differ-

ence of approach.
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This and related methods have their origin in the
Sankoff (1975) and Sankoff and Cedergren (1983) exact

solution of the NP-complete (Wang and Jiang, 1994)

tree alignment problem. The method proposed here is

much simpler than that of Sankoff, since he was con-

cerned with deriving the optimal solution over all clad-

ogram topologies. Here, the cladogram search would be

responsible for the quality of the solution, with the IA

restricted to representing the homologies derived from
that cladogram. Schwikowski and Vingron (1997)

present heuristic solutions to the Sankoff exact solution

that have approaches similar to that of IA but are also

concerned with global multiple-alignment solutions.

Method

Consider a simple data set of five sequences (AA, AA,

AGGG, ATT, and ATTG) related by a pectinate clad-

ogram (Fig. 1). If we set the cost of indels to two and all

types of nucleotide base transformation to one, this

cladogram has a cost of nine weighted steps and the

hypothetical ancestral sequences (H0–H3) specified in

the figure. Following the DO downpass as described in

Wheeler (1996), the preliminary states are established
(often with many ambiguities of length and nucleotide).

An uppass is then performed (Wheeler, 1996, 2002) to

determine the hypothetical final ancestral sequences.

The downpass established not only the preliminary

states but also the correspondences among the pairs of

descendant sequences and preliminary sequences at each

node. These node-centered correspondences can be

traced, like a rope, up from the root node to each de-
scendent until the terminal taxa are reached. If positions

correspond throughout the sequence set, these paths will

span the entire cladogram. If, however, a deletion is

encountered, that path will end. On the other hand, an

insertion will create a new path, which will then move

out and up from the node until it is deleted later or

arrives at a terminal taxon. These paths can then be
examined individually as a collection of individual nu-

cleotides linked by putative homology. For those paths,

which did not span the entire cladogram (i.e., involved

indels), gap characters are placed in all the taxa without

corresponding bases since the paths can link only actual

(or reconstructed) nucleotides. These completed paths

and nucleotides can then be arrayed in a 50 to 30 order
and the hypothetical ancestral states removed. This is
the implied alignment.

Two points worth noting come from the fact that

these implied alignments are entirely dependent on the

hypothetical ancestral sequence reconstructions. First,

given that these reconstructions are unlikely to be min-

imal (given the complexity of the problem), the IA is

unlikely in turn to be the minimal cost alignment for

that cladogram and those terminals. Second, there may
be multiple, equally costly ancestral reconstructions in

heuristic optimal solutions, and the resulting ambiguity

can effect the implied alignment. The sources of ambi-

guity and shortcomings of DO have been discussed

(Wheeler, 1996, 2002) and these will apply equally to IA.

A synthetic example

Consider the sequences of Fig. 1. The positional

correspondences, preliminary or downpass states, and

final or up-pass sequences are determined as in Wheeler

(1996, 2002). The lines of correspondence are shown in

Fig. 2, with each path traced from its origin to its ter-

mination. Only two paths in this example span the entire

cladogram and both insertions and deletions are in-
ferred. The figure shows the same cladogram and paths

with those paths extended to all nodes and with the

vertices filled in with gaps. The paths are extracted, the

internal nodal sequences are removed, and the IA of

Fig. 3 is generated. The cladogram cost for this IA is

nine weighted steps.

Fig. 1. Direct optimization after Wheeler (1996). H0–H3 represent hypothetical ancestral nodes. Correspondence refers to the correlated nucleotides

(and inferred indels) derived from comparing two descendent taxa. The preliminary state is that derived from the downpass and the final state that

from the uppass. IUPAC codes are used to represent ambiguous optimization, with italics denoting ambiguity with respect to indel (e.g., A¼A or ‘‘-’’).
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As mentioned above, the IA is not necessarily unique,
however, and the example here demonstrates this prop-

erty. If we do not force this scheme of relationships but

instead search for the most parsimonious relationships,

there is a solution at the cost of seven weighted steps. The

relative placement of the paths which are filled to gaps in

the base of the cladogram can vary. Here there are two

relative placements of the paths, hence homology

schemes, at equal cost (Fig. 4). The IA of each is shown in
Fig. 5. Each of these homology schemes yields the clad-

ogram (A (B (D (CE)))) at a cost of seven steps (whichwas

the cladogram from which the IA was generated).

Comparisons with CLUSTAL and MALIGN

A short fragment of the small ribosomal subunit
RNA (18S rDNA) from 17 chelicerates was used to

illustrate the differences between the alignments pro-
duced by CLUSTALW (vers. 1.60; Higgins and Sharp,

1988, 1989; Thompson et al., 1994, 1997 ), MALIGN

(vers. 2.8; Wheeler and Gladstein, 1994, 1991–1998),

and IA (implemented in POY vers. 3.0.4; Wheeler et al.,

2002). In each case, gaps were set to 2, with no differ-

ential extension penalty and unbiased costs for transi-

tions and transversions. The alignments produced are

shown in Figs. 6–8. Each alignment was then subjected
to phylogenetic analysis using PHAST (Goloboff, 1996)

with character state transformation costs set as in the

alignment, 2 for indels, and 1 for base transformations.

The cladograms generated from these three alignment

procedures are quite different in both cost and topology.

The CLUSTAL-based cladogram had a cost of 462

steps, the MALIGN 404 steps, and the IA 386 steps

(Table 1; Fig. 9). Notably, the IA was the longest
(greatest number of aligned positions) but still yielded

the lowest-cost cladograms.

Fig. 4. Lines of correspondence based on an alternate cladogram

showing ambiguous alignment.

Fig. 2. Lines of correspondence. Each color line (blue, orange, yellow,

green) traces the corresponding (homologous) nucleotides from the

root of the cladogram through HTUs to terminal taxa.

Fig. 3. Implied alignments based on Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Implied alignments based on Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6. Implied alignment of chelicerate fragment from Wheeler and Hayashi (1998) using POY (vers. 3.0.4) with TBR branch swapping after simple

addition.

Fig. 7. Multiple alignment of chelicerate fragment from Wheeler and Hayashi (1998) using MALIGN (vers. 2.8) with TBR and root swapping after

simple addition.
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Static approximation

Cladogram cost calculations of unequal length se-

quences via DO can be time consuming—in general O(n2)
for each node with sequences of length ‘‘n’’ (although use

of the algorithm in Ukkonen (1985) can result in near-

linear performance for well-behaved data). Such calcu-

lations made from aligned sequences are linear with se-
quence length. It seems logical, therefore, to use the IA to

provide a heuristic estimate of the cladogram cost of

unaligned sequences and to perform the cladogram op-

timizations (during branch swapping, etc.) much more

rapidly. This would approximate the ‘‘dynamic’’ topol-

ogy-specific homologies of DO with the ‘‘static’’ global

statements of multiple alignment (Wheeler, 2001).

The method is quite simple. For each new cladogram
of minimum cost found, an IA is performed and clad-

ogram cost calculations are performed on the aligned

data until a new shortest cladogram is found, this cost

is verified by a complete DO downpass, and a new IA

is generated. This process is repeated until no new

cladograms are found as with any search (POY option
‘‘-staticapprox’’).

In a simple test data set (20 complete 18S rRNA

chelicerate sequences of approximately 1750 bp; G.

Giribet, pers. com.), a round of TBR branch swap (us-

ing POY) to completion resulted in a final cladogram

cost of 1497 steps (indels¼ 2, base changes¼ 1) exam-

ining 2574 candidate cladograms. On a 800-MHz PIII

running Windows 2000, this took 257 s, hence evaluat-
ing 10.02 cladograms per second. Using the option

‘‘-staticapprox’’ in POY resulted in an identical TBR

search in 59 s, hence 43.63 cladograms per second—a

speedup of over 4�. Since the cladogram length calcu-

lation involves another level of heuristic, results may not

be identical to those of standard searches. In my expe-

rience, speedups of a factor of 4 or 5 are not uncommon.

‘‘Exact’’ cost calculations

In addition to creating shortcuts in search strategies,

implied alignments can improve the estimates of clado-

gram cost. As discussed in Wheeler (2002), the DO

cladogram costs are upper bounds of the NP-complete

Fig. 8. Multiple alignment of chelicerate fragment from Wheeler and Hayashi (1998) using CLUSTALW (vers. 1.6) with default guide tree calcu-

lation.

Table 1

Implied alignment, CLUSTAL, and MALIGN analyses

Alignment

method

Aligned

positions

Execution

time (s)

Cladogram

cost

Implied alignment 172 2 386

CLUSTAL 165 3 462

MALIGN 168 100 404
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problem of tree. There are two levels of heuristics in the

cladogram cost calculation, nucleotide homology and

weighted cladogram cost given that homology. The DO

algorithm relies on greedy approximations for each of

these problems (Wheeler, 2002). IA can make the cost

calculation (but not the homology statements) exact by

applying dynamic programming (Sankoff and Rousseau,
1975) to the aligned sequences (POY option ‘‘-exact’’).

During cladogram search, an IA is generated for each

candidate topology and dynamic programming is used
to determine cladogram cost. This can be time con-

suming. When the chelicerate 18S data set used above

undergoes a simple Wagner +TBR search in which in-

dels cost 4, transversions 2, and transitions 1, one

cladogram of cost 2508 was found. With the ‘‘-exact’’

option specified in POY, two cladograms (both slightly

different from the ‘‘nonexact’’ cladogram) of cost 2506

were found. The costs of these cladograms were verified
by PHAST. For more homogeneous parameter regimes

(e.g., indels¼ transversions¼ transitions) on these

chelicerate data, this difference is not found. I have

found that the improvements by ‘‘-exact’’ are more

pronounced when more extreme weighting schemes are

employed (although they can be found when all events

are equally weighted as well).

Discussion

In my experience, IA-based multiple alignments are

more parsimonious than those generated by MALIGN

or CLUSTAL in all but trivial cases. This is not sur-

prising since the search-based IA will examine many

more guide scenarios than CLUSTAL and is closer to
cladogram diagnosis than MALIGN. As such, IA is a

superior multiple-alignment procedure for analyses

where parsimonious results are desired. Furthermore,

IA has great utility in improving both execution time

and cladogram cost calculation for some data.

When comparing IA with the procedures of MA-

LIGN and CLUSTAL, the phylogenetic topology gen-

erated by DO serves as a type of guide tree. The main
difference between the methods is in the determination

of the homologies at the internal nodes and how these

are traced through the cladogram. As such, IA may look

very different from standard multiple alignments when

dealing with insertions (see Figs. 6–8). Since indepen-

dent insertions are regarded by IA as nonhomologies,

they will not ‘‘line up’’ in the alignment. Approximately

50 bases in from the 50 end of the IA in Fig. 6, are three
aligned positions, each of which has an ‘‘A’’ in a single

taxon and gaps elsewhere (Fig. 10a). This might appear

obviously ‘‘wrong’’ at first since this would not allow for

the situation where they were a homologous insertion.

This is not the case, however. Since the IA was based on

a cladogram where the three ‘‘A’’ taxa were scattered,

these insertions must have had independent origins and

should not appear putatively homologous. If one forces
these three taxa into a clade, the resultant IA compresses

these three positions into one; hence, they are putatively

homologous (Fig. 10b). This illustrates one of the cen-

tral distinctions between IA and traditional multiple

alignment. IA is based on synapomorphy, hence, it

cannot escape its dependence on the cladistic relation-

ships of the taxa. This is its greatest strength.

Fig. 9. Cladograms generated from the alignments of Figs. 6–8 using

PHAST (vers. 1.9) with all base transformations set to equality and

indels set to two.
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